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Updated Characterization of Outbreak Response Strategies
for 2019–2029: Impacts of Using a Novel Type 2 Oral
Poliovirus Vaccine Strain
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Delays in achieving the global eradication of wild poliovirus transmission continue to post-
pone subsequent cessation of all oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV) use. Countries must stop OPV
use to end all cases of poliomyelitis, including vaccine-associated paralytic polio (VAPP) and
cases caused by vaccine-derived polioviruses (VDPVs). The Global Polio Eradication Initia-
tive (GPEI) coordinated global cessation of all type 2 OPV (OPV2) use in routine immu-
nization in 2016 but did not successfully end the transmission of type 2 VDPVs (VDPV2s),
and consequently continues to use type 2 OPV (OPV2) for outbreak response activities. Us-
ing an updated global poliovirus transmission and OPV evolution model, we characterize
outbreak response options for 2019–2029 related to responding to VDPV2 outbreaks with a
genetically stabilized novel OPV (nOPV2) strain or with the currently licensed monovalent
OPV2 (mOPV2). Given uncertainties about the properties of nOPV2, we model different
assumptions that appear consistent with the evidence on nOPV2 to date. Using nOPV2 to
respond to detected cases may reduce the expected VDPV and VAPP cases and the risk of
needing to restart OPV2 use in routine immunization compared to mOPV2 use for outbreak
response. The actual properties, availability, and use of nOPV2 will determine its effects on
type 2 poliovirus transmission in populations. Even with optimal nOPV2 performance, coun-
tries and the GPEI would still likely need to restart OPV2 use in routine immunization in
OPV-using countries if operational improvements in outbreak response to stop the transmis-
sion of cVDPV2s are not implemented effectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As efforts to eradicate polio continue, countries
continue to use oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV) and
inactivated poliovirus vaccine (IPV) in their im-
munization programs. Using a global polio model
(Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch, Cochi, Wassilak, &
Thompson, 2015) that included OPV evolution
(Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch, Kalkowska et al.,
2013), we recommended outbreak response strate-
gies (Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch, Wassilak, Cochi,
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& Thompson, 2016) to support the Global Polio
Eradication Initiative (GPEI) and its 2013–2018
Strategic Plan (World Health Organization Global
Polio Eradication Initiative, 2013). Recognizing the
importance of the availability of vaccine for out-
break response, we also used the model to explore
vaccine demands and the dynamics of stockpiles
of monovalent OPV (mOPV) (Duintjer Tebben
et al., 2016). The model includes consideration of
all recognized risks associated with the use of OPV,
including vaccine-associated paralytic polio (VAPP)
and vaccine-derived polioviruses (VDPVs). To man-
age VAPP and VDPV risks, in 2008 the World Health
Assembly resolved to eventually end all OPV use in
routine immunization (RI) following successful erad-
ication of wild polioviruses (World Health Assembly,
2008). Modelers recommended that OPV-using
countries conduct sufficient supplementary immu-
nization activities (SIAs) using OPV2-containing
vaccines before OPV2 cessation to raise population
immunity to transmission enough such that, after
OPV2 cessation, the OPV2-related viruses would die
out instead of evolving to become circulating VDPVs
(cVDPVs) (Thompson & Duintjer Tebbens, 2014).

In late April–early May 2016, the GPEI glob-
ally coordinated the cessation of type 2-containing
OPV (OPV2) (Hampton et al., 2016), which implied
ending all use of trivalent OPV (tOPV, which con-
tains all three OPV types) and replacing it with biva-
lent OPV (bOPV, which contains only types 1 and 3
OPV). This led to the interruption of most OPV2-
related virus transmission (Diop et al., 2017) and
ended all type 2 VAPP (VAPP2) associated with RI.
Unfortunately, not all countries achieved sufficiently
high levels of population immunity in all geographies
prior to OPV2 cessation to prevent transmission, and
this led to the identification of some type 2 cVDPV
(cVDPV2) outbreaks shortly after OPV2 cessation
(Duintjer Tebbens & Thompson, 2018) (mostly, but
not all, due to undetected VDPV2 circulating prior
to the cessation of OPV2). Transmission of cVDPV2s
continues to date in increasing numbers of geogra-
phies (Blake et al., 2018; Kalkowska, Pallansch et al.,
2020; Macklin et al., 2020), some of which appear to
be associated with use of mOPV2 for outbreak re-
sponse leading to the emergence of new cVDPV2s.
We recently updated our global model to account
for recent programmatic and epidemiological experi-
ence (i.e., delays in achieving global eradication and
ceasing OPV2 use) and new scientific evidence avail-
able as of the end of 2019 including figures show-
ing the model estimates of cases compared to re-

ported cases up through 2018 (Alleman et al., 2020;
Kalkowska, Wassilak, Cochi, Pallansch, & Thomp-
son, 2020). In addition, we recently identified the
need to consider the unexpected detection of trans-
mission of OPV2-related viruses in areas where they
should not be present (Blake et al., 2018; Kalkowska,
Pallansch et al., 2020; Macklin et al., 2020). Thus, we
provided an updated estimate of the likely need to
restart OPV2 use for routine immunization in OPV-
using countries and showed the expected value of
modeled cases compared to reported cases for 2019–
2020 for serotype 2 (Kalkowska, Pallansch et al.,
2020).

Despite prior recommendations for aggressive
outbreak response to any cVDPVs and clear GPEI
standard operating procedures for responses to
cVDPV2 outbreaks (Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch
et al., 2016), most countries with outbreaks did not
conduct prompt, high-quality, and in some cases
sufficiently large, outbreak response SIAs (oSIAs) to
stop transmission. In addition, despite model results
characterizing the use of IPV for oSIAs when used
instead of or in addition to IPV as not effective at
stopping transmission and not cost-effective (i.e.,
not a good value for money) (Duintjer Tebbens &
Thompson, 2017a), some countries used IPV for
oSIAs. As of the beginning of 2020, the GPEI
does not appear on track with respect to stopping
transmission of cVDPV2s or wild poliovirus type 1
(WPV1) (Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020). Char-
acterizing the transmission dynamics of cVDPV2s
in 2020 and the potential role of recently devel-
oped, genetically stabilized novel OPV2 (nOPV2)
offers the potential to support future GPEI strate-
gies and to anticipate OPV2 needs (Thompson &
Kalkowska, 2019). The serious health and socioe-
conomic consequences of the Coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic beginning in early 2020,
including disruption of polio immunization activi-
ties, will likely further exacerbate the situation with
cVDPV2 outbreaks and increase the likelihood of
OPV2 restart, which we leave to future studies. We
previously estimated the probabilities of needing to
restart OPV2 in RI and SIAs using the available type
2 mOPV (mOPV2) vaccine (Kalkowska, Pallansch
et al., 2020; Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020), but
did not include the potential use of nOPV2. Given
the prominent role of nOPV2 in the recent GPEI
strategy to manage cVDPV2s (World Health Orga-
nization Global Polio Eradication Initiative, 2020b),
and GPEI policy to limit OPV2 use to emergency
use in outbreak populations only (World Health
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Fig 1. Poliovirus genome: (a) Genomic organization and primary translational open reading frame and processed proteins for polioviruses
and (b) Key attenuating mutations for each OPV type (nucleotide changes shown below the line and amino acid changes shown above the
line).

Organization Global Polio Eradication Initiative,
2018, 2020a), we explore the impacts of using nOPV2
for outbreak response. Given the complex nature of
the biological issues involved in disease transmission,
vaccine development, and modeling, Section 2 pro-
vides a review of polioviruses and OPV, and Section 3
discusses the development of nOPV strains and the
lead nOPV2 candidate for use in oSIAs. Sections 4–6
present the methods, results, and discussion.

2. POLIOVIRUSES AND OPV

Each of the three types (1, 2, and 3) of the small
(i.e., virus particle size of 28 nm) and nonenveloped
polioviruses contain a single-stranded, positive-sense
ribonucleic acid (RNA) genome, and a genomic orga-
nization common to all 110+ enterovirus (EV) types
(Coyne, Oberste, & Pallansch, 2017; Oh, Pathak,
Goodfellow, Arnold, & Cameron, 2009; Stern et al.,
2017). Traditionally, laboratories identified all en-
teroviruses by their antigenic properties, which
defined the serotypes. With advances in technology,

molecular typing based on partial genome sequenc-
ing supplanted antigenic typing, so virologists now
often simply refer to “type” instead of “serotype.”
The ∼7,500 nucleotide (nt) genome includes a single
open reading frame (ORF) that encodes a polypro-
tein that is subsequently processed by viral proteases
(i.e., 2A and 3C) into all the structural and func-
tional viral proteins (Fig. 1(a)) (Stern et al., 2017).
The ORF for a poliovirus encodes four viral capsid
proteins (VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP4) that provide the
outer structure of the virus particle, and also encodes
multiple nonstructural proteins that play key roles
in virus replication. Key nonstructural proteins for
EVs include the 2A and 3C proteases, the RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) (i.e., 3Dpol for
all EVs), and viral genome-linked protein (VPg)
(3B) covalently linked to the 5’-end of the genomic
RNA in the virus particle. These and other proteins
collectively control key viral and cellular functions
and structures to facilitate viral protein synthesis and
viral RNA replication in the cytoplasm of infected
host cells. Specifically, the 3C protease cleaves several
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host cell proteins, thus turning off those cellular func-
tions (e.g., protein translation) to make the cellular
resources available to support viral RNA replication
and the production of viral proteins. Untranslated
regions (UTRs, interchangeably called nontranslated
regions [NTRs]) flank each end of the coding region,
designated as the 5’-UTR (beginning) and 3’-UTR
(ending). The 5’-UTR includes highly conserved se-
quences that fold into three-dimensional structures
and form critical functional units for viral replication.
These include a cloverleaf structure (CL), essential
for initiating RNA synthesis, and an internal ribo-
some entry site (IRES) that facilitates preferential
translation of the viral RNA to produce the viral
proteins. Finally, a cis replication element (cre) lo-
cated in the 2C region of the genome functions as a
template for uridylylation of the VPg protein. The
uridylated VPg, termed VPg-pUpU, then functions
as a primer to initiate positive-sense viral RNA
synthesis at the 3’-end of the negative-sense genome
RNA.

Virologists classify EVs that infect humans into
four species: Enterovirus A, B, C, or D (Simmonds
et al., 2020). Polioviruses comprise three of the 23
types within Enterovirus C (EV-C). While all EVs
share the same genome structure and replication
strategy, the four EV species can be differentiated
from one another based on shared nucleotide and
protein sequence similarities in their coding regions.
The 3’-UTR sequences correlate with the four cod-
ing region groups (i.e., species), but the 5’-UTR
sequences fall into only two distinct groups, with
species C and D in group I and species A and B in
group II. During replication, the viral RdRp can “fall
off” its template molecule and reinitiate synthesis
on another viral RNA molecule (termed “template-
switching”), often at the same location along the
genome. As a result, two EVs of different type but
of the same species that happen to simultaneously
infect a single host cell can exchange genetic mate-
rial (Oberste, 2008). Similarly, two virus types from
the same 5’-UTR group can also exchange sequences
in the 5’-UTR, even if their coding regions come
from separate EV species. In RNA viruses, virolo-
gists use the term “recombination” to describe this
phenomenon, although the biochemical details of the
process differ from genetic recombination that oc-
curs in organisms with a DNA genome (e.g., bacteria
or higher life forms).

Modeling the risks associated with OPV-related
viruses, including the risks of VAPP, chronic infec-
tion in individuals with immune deficiencies, and the

emergence of cVDPVs, requires the representation
of the key inherent properties of OPV as a live,
attenuated virus (Duintjer Tebbens & Thompson,
2017b). OPV offers the favorable properties of pro-
viding superior mucosal immunity and the potential
for secondary vaccination through shedding from
vaccine recipients to contacts. As an attenuated virus,
OPV exhibits significantly reduced neurovirulence
compared to its parent wild virus, largely because
of reduced replicative fitness upon infecting the
human host. In the 1950s, Albert Sabin developed
the attenuated OPV strains empirically through a
series of passages in alternative hosts (Dowdle, de
Gourville, Kew, Pallansch, & Wood, 2003; Sabin,
1985; Sutter, Kew, Cochi, & Aylward, 2017). Further
research many years later revealed the genetic na-
ture of the attenuations for the three types of OPV
to include only simple changes at a small number of
sites (e.g., two sites for type 2; Macadam et al., 1993),
most of which differ by type (Duintjer Tebbens,
Pallansch, Kim et al., 2013; Minor, Macadam, Stone,
& Almond, 1993). Fig. 1(b) highlights the genome
sequence differences of OPV strains compared to
the parent wild poliovirus that represent the loca-
tions of known key attenuating mutations. The one
common analogous attenuating mutation of all OPV
types occurs in domain V (domV) of the 5’-UTR
(i.e., nucleotides 480, 481, and 472 for types 1, 2,
and 3, respectively). The EV RdRp (3Dpol) lacks a
“proofreading” function, which makes it error-prone
during RNA replication (Ward, Stokes, & Flanegan,
1988). Thus, multiple rounds of replication in one
or more host cells leads to a pool of viral RNAs
that constitute a “quasispecies” of RNA molecules,
which differ from one another at only a few different
sites across the genome. Therefore, when OPV and
OPV-related viruses replicate, they can potentially
mutate to reverse the attenuation sites. The resulting
reverted virus increases in fitness, which correlates
with both a replicative and transmission advantage
and an increase in neurovirulence (compared to the
attenuated OPV vaccine strain) (Sutter et al., 2017).

Reversion of attenuation can also occur through
recombination in a coinfected cell with a different
poliovirus strain without the attenuating mutations
or through recombination with an EV-C or 5’-UTR
Group I EV. Numerous studies demonstrate that
these recombination events can occur among the
three OPV strains in a single vaccine recipient (Cam-
mack, Phillips, Dunn, Patel, & Minor, 1988; Furione
et al., 1993; Georgescu et al., 1994; Lipskaya et al.,
1991). The survival of these reverted virus progeny,
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Fig 2. Assumed effect of reversion of OPV-related viruses by
stage for the (a) relative basic reproductive number (R0) and (b)
paralysis-to-infection ratio (PIR)

however, depends on their successful infection of
other cells in the same host and subsequent infection
of a new host to establish a new infection. These types
of “bottleneck” events affect the transmission dy-
namics at a cellular, individual, and population level
(Escarmis, Lazaro, & Manrubia, 2006; Novella, Quer,
Domingo, & Holland, 1999).

As described previously, the construct of our
differential equation-based transmission and OPV
evolution model (Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch,
Kalkowska et al., 2013; Kalkowska, Wassilak et al.,
2020) uses a relatively simple 20-stage process to
abstractly model the complex dynamic genomic
changes that occur as polioviruses spread in popula-
tions and vary by type (Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch,
Kim et al., 2013). Fig. 2 shows the assumed pro-
gression of reversion for (i) the relative basic repro-

ductive number (R0) and (ii) paralysis-to-infection
ratio (PIR) of OPV-related viruses by type through
the 20-stage process (Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch,
Kalkowska et al., 2013; Kalkowska, Wassilak et al.,
2020). This approach does not map directly to the
stochastic loss of key attenuating mutations, but in-
stead seeks to simulate the evolution of quasispecies
in the population. Thus, while loss of attenuation
for any given OPV (e.g., a simple two-step process
for type 2 OPV) in an individual may occur, this
does not instantly change the composition of the
poliovirus quasispecies in the population. The model
and processes assumed in Fig. 2 seek to match the
overall collective dynamics of the evolution of the
different OPV types as they progress to their homol-
ogous cVDPVs in populations (Duintjer Tebbens,
Pallansch, Kim et al., 2013).

3. NOVEL OPV STRAINS

The recognized risks and consequences of con-
tinued use of OPV, combined with the potential
longer-term necessity of its use to achieve polio
eradication objectives, prompted researchers to ex-
plore the development of improved live attenuated
polio vaccines that retain all of the advantages of
the current OPV, but reduce the risks of VAPP and
VDPVs (Macadam et al., 2006). A growing body of
knowledge describing the biology of key attenuation
components of OPV supports these development ef-
forts. Multiple lines of research to better understand
specific mechanisms of both attenuation and rever-
sion provided insights and several research groups
continue to apply that knowledge to improve and
stabilize poliovirus attenuation. These lines of work
included: (i) direct genetic stabilization of the pri-
mary attenuating mutation in the 5’-UTR common
to all three types (Knowlson et al., 2015), (ii) modifi-
cations to the 3Dpol to increase replication fidelity to
lower the mutation rate and suppress recombination
(Pfeiffer & Kirkegaard, 2003; Runckel, Westes-
son, Andino, & DeRisi, 2013; Vignuzzi, Wendt, &
Andino, 2008), (iii) multiple site attenuation through
codon deoptimization in the capsid region to modu-
late replicative fitness (Burns et al., 2009; Burns et al.,
2006), (iv) construction of hybrid viruses, such as the
poliovirus strain with a rhinovirus 5’-UTR, which has
proven useful for treating glioblastoma (Brown et al.,
2017; Gromeier, Alexander, & Wimmer, 1996), (v)
sequence rearrangement of critical genetic elements,
such as movement of the cis-replicative-element (cre)
in 2CATPase to the 5’ UTR (Yeh et al., 2020), and (vi)
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Table I. nOPV design elements

(a) Different strategies to stabilize OPV

Modification Description Ref

Substitution of key single
nucleotides

Direct genetic stabilization of the primary attenuating mutation
in the 5’-UTR common to all three types

(Knowlson et al., 2015)

Polymerase modification Modifications to the 3Dpol to increase replication fidelity to lower
mutation rates and suppress recombination

(Pfeiffer & Kirkegaard, 2003;
Runckel et al., 2013; Vignuzzi
et al., 2008)

Capsid codon
deoptimization

Multiple site attenuation through codon deoptimization in the
capsid region to modulate replicative fitness

(Burns et al., 2009; Burns et al.,
2006)

Hybrid construction Constructing hybrid viruses, such as the poliovirus strain with a
rhinovirus 5’-UTR

(Brown et al., 2017; Gromeier
et al., 1996)

Genome modification Rearrangement of the genetic sequence to render certain
recombinants nonviable (e.g. moving functional cre to the
5’-UTR)

(Yeh et al., 2020)

Combinations of the above Use multiple of the above strategies

(b) nOPV2 candidates

Candidate

Modification 1 2 Purpose

S15 domain V X X Improves genetic stability of the known 5’-UTR attenuation determinant by
preventing reversion by single nucleotide change

cre relocation X Suppresses viable recombination events that might replace S15 domV
attenuation determinant in 5’-UTR

Polymerase (HiFi) X Improves fidelity of viral replication leading to less genetic mutation and
reversion

Polymerase (Rec1) X Reduces frequency of recombination events, thereby reducing ability of
population to improve replication fitness through that mechanism

Capsid codon
deoptimization

X Reduces replication fitness and may enhance innate immune response in the
gut, thereby reducing shedding

combinations of these. Table I(a) summarizes these
different OPV stabilization strategies.

In 2011, a consortium for a new OPV initiated
efforts to coordinate nOPV research with the goal of
developing new candidate vaccine strains to address
the inherent genetic instability of the current OPV
strains (Konopka-Anstadt et al., 2020). The priori-
tization of nOPV2 was reinforced by the frequent
emergence and circulation of VDPV2, the apparent
elimination of wild poliovirus type 2 (WPV2) trans-
mission by 1999, certification of the eradication of
indigenous WPV2 in 2015 (Global Polio Eradication
Initiative, 2015), and anticipation of cessation of
OPV2-containing vaccine use (i.e., OPV2 cessation).
Notably, immunity of WPV2 prevented the occur-
rence of cVDPV2s prior to WPV2 eradication in
countries with poor immunization, and after WPV2
eradication the observance of cVDPV2 outbreaks
occurred in areas with poor OPV2 immunization

coverage. Building on combinations of strategies in
Table I(a), investigators pursued multiple different
nOPV2 design concepts, from which two candidates
prevailed. Table I(b) summarizes the characteristics
of these candidates (1 and 2) and Fig. 3 shows details
about their resulting genomes.

As shown in Fig. 3, both nOPV2 candidates
build on a common OPV2 backbone and contain
a modified 5’-UTR. All three Sabin OPV strains
contain mutations within domV that function as
key “gate-keeper” attenuation determinants. These
domV attenuation determinants face constant pres-
sure to revert during replication in the human gut,
with single nucleotide reversions leading to enhanced
thermostability and increased virulence. Reversion
in domV often precedes all other events leading
to cVDPV virulence (Stern et al., 2017). A spe-
cific stabilized form of domV known as S15 domV
(Konopka-Anstadt et al., 2020; Yeh et al., 2020)
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Fig 3. Schematic representation of the genetic changes introduced into different nOPV2 candidate strains (based on Konopka-Anstadt
et al., 2020; Yeh et al., 2020). All genomic changes that characterize the candidate strain are highlighted in red color and/or font.

(Fig. 3 detail shown in inset), is included within the
5’-UTR of the nOPV2 vaccine candidates and elimi-
nates the ability of the virus to revert by single nu-
cleotide changes within this key determinant, thus
rendering the attenuation of nOPV2 more geneti-
cally stable than OPV2.

In addition to stabilization of domV, nOPV2 can-
didate 1 also features relocation of the functional cre
from the 2C region to the 5’-UTR (Yeh et al., 2020).
The original cre is modified through several muta-
tions (cremut) that eliminate replication functionality
and make direct reversion unlikely, while preserv-
ing the amino acid coding of the 2C protein. The
modified relocated cre (designated cre5) is located in
the spacer sequence between CL and IRES (Fig. 3).
This move makes any potential recombination in
the 5’-UTR ineffective to restore the original domV,
because such a recombination event would eliminate
the only functional cre motif and thus render the
progeny nonviable. Candidate 1 also includes two

modifications to the 3Dpol viral polymerase that (i)
enhance the fidelity of the viral polymerase (via the
high fidelity, or “HiFi,” modification), thereby reduc-
ing the high mutation rate and probability of rever-
sion, and (ii) reduce the frequency of recombination
events (via the recombination, or “Rec1,” modifi-
cation) and thereby suppress the ability to improve
fitness through that mechanism. The 3Dpol modifica-
tions followed in vitro screening studies designed to
identify variants with the desired features (Yeh et al.,
2020). The polymerase mutations minimally affect
the kinetics of virus replication for candidate 1.

Candidate 2 includes the same stabilized 5’-UTR
as candidate 1, as well as modifications that tar-
get the capsid region rather than nonstructural re-
gions (Fig. 3). The replacement of naturally preferred
codons across the candidate 2 capsid region with
“nonpreferred” synonymous codons increased the
CpG dinucleotide content but introduced no changes
at the protein-coding level. Codon-deoptimized
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polioviruses demonstrate reduced replicative fitness,
modulated by the number of codon replacements
made and the resulting relative dinucleotide content
(Burns et al., 2009; Burns et al., 2006). Codon deop-
timization leads to delivery of an increased amount
of viral RNA per infectious particle for nOPV2
compared to OPV2, which may enhance the an-
tiviral response within the gut of vaccine recipients
(Konopka-Anstadt et al., 2020). This increased RNA
quantity combined with reduced replicative fitness
may lessen the duration and/or magnitude of viral
shedding in vaccine recipients, potentially leading to
less infectious circulating vaccine virus (Van Damme
et al., 2019). Additionally, targeting the capsid with
these modifications safeguards the attenuated pheno-
type even if recombination occurs, which offers par-
ticularly important stabilization due to retention of
only the capsid during recombination events. While
candidate 2 nOPV2 includes >80 nucleotide changes
in the codon-deoptimized capsid region, the anti-
genic structure of the virus remains unchanged due
to the absence of any amino acid changes in the engi-
neered capsid protein region. In addition, the exten-
sive changes increase the inherent stability of candi-
date 2, due to the requirement for many mutations to
produce significant reversion of the phenotype.

The selection process for both nOPV2 candidate
1 and 2 strains for initial preclinical development
included both in vitro and in vivo studies to assess
growth properties (as related to potential vaccine
production), antigenicity, immunogenicity, genetic
stability upon serial passage in cell culture, and
retention of attenuation as measured in a transgenic
mouse model of neurovirulence (Van Damme et al.,
2019). Results from the preclinical evaluation of
both candidates informed the decision to initiate
head-to-head clinical trial testing.

As of mid-2020, three human clinical trials of
nOPV2 candidates 1 and 2 have been conducted,
including studies in adults, children, and infants.
A phase I trial conducted in 2017 under biological
containment among adults previously immunized
exclusively with IPV demonstrated the safety, im-
munogenicity, and genetic stability of both nOPV2
candidates (Van Damme et al., 2019). More recently,
phase II trials conducted in previously immunized
adults and in toddlers (OPV-IPV vaccinated) and
infants (bOPV-IPV vaccinated) further support the
safety and immunogenicity of both candidates com-
pared to mOPV2 (Bandyopadhyay, 2020a, 2020b).
The initial findings from ongoing clinical trials also
appear to confirm the general outlines of the stability

designs. To date, no studies of either candidate strain
of nOPV2 included administration to immunolog-
ically naïve individuals and in particular, to naïve
infants, who represent the key primary target recip-
ients of nOPV2. Considering the urgent need for
nOPV2 doses at large scale, favorable clinical data,
and the greater production yield for candidate 1
nOPV2, the next phase of development began for
candidate 1, including vaccine production at risk on
a commercial scale and application for its use under
a pending WHO Emergency Use Listing (EUL) by
the vaccine manufacturer.

Despite the proof of concept and favorable re-
sults from clinical trials that suggest only very limited
reversion for candidate 1 nOPV2, reversion remains
theoretically possible. Reversion for candidate 1
would require two serial and ordered recombination
events to restore replicative fitness to the virus and
make it at least as fit as mOPV2 (Fig. 4). The first
recombination event would need to occur between
candidate 1 nOPV2 (red) and any EV-C (light blue),
including other poliovirus types and strains, which
would simultaneously restore a functional cre in the
2C region and remove the HiFi and Rec1 mutations
in the progeny virus. Fig. 4 (top) depicts such an
event occurring at the 2B-2C junction to create
progeny 1, although the recombination could occur
anywhere between the VP1-2A junction and cremut

in 2C. This progeny virus strain would then include
two functional, but redundant, cre coding regions.
This first progeny would still maintain the attenu-
ation of the 5’-UTR intact, so in principle it would
likely not benefit from a replication advantage.
However, because the cre in the 2C region could
fully support replication and make the progeny virus
viable if the cre5 is removed, a second recombina-
tion event with another 5’-UTR Group I EV (dark
blue) could substitute a nonattenuated functional
5’-UTR for the cre5 and attenuated S15 domV.
Fig. 4 (bottom) depicts the second event occurring
at the 5’-UTR-VP4 junction to create progeny 2, but
the recombination could occur anywhere between
the S15 domV and VP4. Fig. 4 conveys one pos-
sible pathway of the many potential paths from a
candidate 1 nOPV2 strain to a more transmissible
and neurovirulent strain. However, even though
these other multiple serial recombination events
could result in equivalent functional genomes to the
one shown in Fig. 4, they are less likely to occur
since they would require an increased number of
recombination events. On a population level with
millions of infections, recombination events like
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Fig 4. Theoretical pathway for loss of engineered changes and reversion of attenuation for nOPV2 candidate 1 by serial recombination
events during replication and transmission. The resulting species (Progeny 2) is a strain that has lost all attenuating mutations compared
with nOPV2.

these occur relatively quickly; although theoretically
possible, it is not known if all the required events
could occur in a single individual. Depending on
the donor viruses in these recombination events, the
second recombination progeny could behave like
mOPV2, partially reverted OPV2-related viruses,
or fully reverted OPV (i.e., cVDPV2). Notably,
since most recombinant cVDPV2s include already
reverted sequences or other 5’-UTR Group I se-
quences in the 5’-UTR and EV-C sequences in the
3’-half of the genome (rather than OPV sequences),
the latter possibility (i.e. behavior like fully reverted
OPV) seems the most likely (Burns et al., 2013;
Famulare et al., 2015; Jegouic et al., 2009; Liu et al.,
2003).

In contrast to the decades of experience and ev-
idence related to OPV and reversion of its attenu-
ating mutations, the evidence related to nOPV2 in

humans remains limited to observations from early
clinical trials, which do not include sufficient power
to observe relatively rare events associated with OPV
(e.g., VAPP, VDPVs). Both VAPP and cVDPVs were
only observed following the use of OPV at scale (mil-
lions of doses) and more commonly in the absence
of homotypic WPVs. For modeling nOPV2 use, we
consider the potential similarities and differences be-
tween mOPV2 (>105 CCID50) as licensed and used
in historic control trials and SIAs, and nOPV2 data
from preclinical studies and clinical trials. We focus
on the nOPV2 candidate selected for production (i.e.,
candidate 1, formulated with a “low dose” titer of
>105 CCID50). We note that the initial clinical tri-
als only included a “high dose” titer of >106 CCID50

(Bandyopadhyay, 2020a, 2020b), but that an ongoing
clinical trial among infants includes arms for both the
“low dose” and “high dose” titers.
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Although limited, some observations support
the development of bounding assumptions for math-
ematical modeling. First, from the observations in
the clinical trials, shedding of candidate 1 nOPV2
given at the high dose to previously immunized
adults appears similar to mOPV2 shedding by a
similar population (Van Damme et al., 2019), but
uncertainty remains about shedding for the low dose
for candidate 1 nOPV2 compared to mOPV2 and
when given to immunologically naïve individuals,
particularly infants. Based on the available data,
we might expect significant secondary transmission
with nOPV2 (similar to that of mOPV2), which
not only increases secondary immunization but
also increases the opportunities for recombination
and reversion. However, in contrast to secondary
spread of mOPV2, the effective reproductive num-
ber (Reff) of nOPV2 in the population may remain
below 1, because the benefit of increased fitness that
comes with the reversion of mOPV2 at the primary
attenuation site would not occur (at all or to the
same extent) with nOPV2. Thus, the nOPV2 progeny
would likely die out in most circumstances. In addi-
tion, because phenotypic reversion by direct point
mutation does not appear to occur at any significant
rate for nOPV2, we would not expect a significant
risk of VAPP with nOPV2 use even with limited
transmission. Data related to this point are cur-
rently limited by the small number of individuals
in the clinical trials, and changes during transmis-
sion can only be inferred in the absence of direct
observation.

Second, significant uncertainty exists about how
nOPV2 may revert in individuals through recom-
bination events and potentially evolve as a result
of any secondary transmission that occurs in the
population. For modeling purposes, this means char-
acterizing the distinctly different processes by which
nOPV2 may achieve phenotypic reversion primarily
through recombination (compared to mOPV2). In
general, while evidence and experience demonstrate
that recombination of live polioviruses with each
other and with other EVs occurs, the rates of serial
recombination events remain poorly characterized.
Such events depend on the population and vary by
season and year, which makes any characterization
approximate. Specifically, the context related to the
prevalence of other circulating viruses that could
recombine due to coinfection with nOPV2 (e.g.,
bOPV used in RI, bOPV or mOPV2 used in SIAs,
cVDPVs, EV-C) could affect the probability of
coinfection and therefore the probability of the re-

quired recombination events in unpredictable ways.
Multiple studies of WPV and cVDPV circulation
suggest relatively common recombination of these
polioviruses with EV-C (Burns et al., 2013; Famulare
et al., 2015; Jegouic et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2003).
However, only limited information exists to support
the characterization of rates of recombination in
OPV recipients or contacts with other OPV strains
(Cuervo et al., 2001) or with EV-C. We can expect
that two ordered, serial recombination events with
nOPV2 would occur with much lower probability
than the common point mutation reversions seen
with OPV2. Consistent with this expectation, the
current clinical trials that provide limited available
evidence to date do not report the observation of any
recombination (although the studies lack sufficient
power to observe these low-probability events).
However, after generation of the first recombinant
with a replacement in the 3’-half of the genome, the
virus might become more transmissible and there-
fore available for the second recombination event in
the 5’-UTR. Because we cannot expect the limited
number of individuals in the studies to adequately in-
form the nOPV2 behavior when widely administered
to a general population of children under 5 years of
age, modeling should recognize the uncertain poten-
tial for nOPV2 evolution and reversion when used
widely in real populations. Given the expected use
of nOPV2 for outbreak response SIAs, we seek to
model its potential benefits and possible limitations.

4. METHODS

We explore a range of options for outbreak
response using an updated global poliovirus trans-
mission and OPV evolution model (Kalkowska,
Pallansch et al., 2020; Kalkowska, Wassilak et al.,
2020) with different scenarios and including the po-
tential use of nOPV2 modeled assuming a range of
different properties for low-dose nOPV2 candidate
1. The model divides the global population into 72
blocks of 10 subpopulations each (10.7 million peo-
ple per subpopulation in 2019; Population Division
of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of
the United Nations Secretariat, 2019), grouped into
nine preferential mixing areas (PMAs) of different
sizes, which represent larger geographical regions
(e.g., Africa, Australasia, Europe) (Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020). The 72 blocks represent a
simplified global population structure that reflects
the global population of approximately 7.2 billion
people. The simplified structure does not aim to
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explicitly identify individual countries or popula-
tions due to their variable sizes, limited existing
information to characterize all countries and hetero-
geneity within them, and the costs of computational
resources. The subpopulations mix homogenously
among the people but heterogeneously by age, and
export preferentially to other subpopulations based
on the PMAs in which the blocks belong. The model
accounts for global variability in conditions, costs,
and preferences by further classifying the blocks by
World Bank Income Level (World Bank, 2019). We
also characterize current vaccine use into multiple
RI schedules (World Health Organization, 2019):
OPV+IPV (former OPV-only, with one added IPV
dose simultaneously with the third bOPV dose),
IPV/OPV (sequential schedules that give IPV first
followed by bOPV), and IPV-only (Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020). The epidemiological, demo-
graphic, and transmission assumptions of the model
at the beginning of the analytical time horizon (T0 =
January 1, 2019) represent conditions that existed in
the world as of the end of 2018 (Kalkowska, Wassilak
et al., 2020), with updated cVDPV2-related inputs
for 2019 (Kalkowska, Pallansch et al., 2020).

The model characterizes poliovirus transmission
and OPV evolution for each poliovirus type and
considers both fecal–oral and oral–oral transmission.
For each subpopulation, the model divides the pop-
ulation into seven age groups, eight immunity states,
and it includes a five-stage immunity waning process,
a six-stage infection process (i.e., two latent and four
infectious stages), and a 20-stage OPV evolution
process. We use generic model inputs (Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020) based on an extensive ex-
pert review (Duintjer Tebbens et al., 2013a) and
elicitation process (Duintjer Tebbens et al., 2013b)
and a fitting process to a cross section of situations
(Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch, Kalkowska et al.,
2013; Kalkowska et al., 2015). Only individuals fully
susceptible to the type can become paralyzed upon
first infection with an LPV of that type (i.e., IPV and
prior homotypic live poliovirus infection provide
life-long protection from paralysis and thus from
presenting with acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) caused
by that type) (Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020). The
model accounts for the differences in the nature of
immunological protection provided by each type and
dose of vaccine, and tracks infections, which include
infections in individuals with no immunity, IPV-only
induced immunity, and waned immunity despite
prior LPV infection (Kalkowska, Wassilak et al.,
2020). The model includes subpopulation-specific

and time-varying threshold-based AFP surveillance
and stochastic environmental surveillance (ES) to
detect poliovirus transmission (Kalkowska, Wassilak
et al., 2020). The model triggers oSIAs when the cu-
mulative incidence of polio cases per 10 million peo-
ple exceeds subpopulation-specific AFP detection
thresholds or the environmental detections exceed
the subpopulation-threshold for subpopulations that
include ES (Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020) based
on population-specific surveillance sensitivity. Once
an outbreak occurs in any subpopulation in a block,
the model automatically ensures faster detection
in another subpopulation in the same block (lower
detection threshold) and leads to an oSIA starting
30 days after detection (15 days sooner compared to
first detection in that block), which mimics a situation
of heightened awareness in the area (Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020). For this analysis, we focused on
modeling oSIAs consistent with actual GPEI oSIA
performance (Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020), in-
stead of assuming aggressive, large, and high-quality
oSIAs that we assumed in earlier modeling (Duintjer
Tebbens et al., 2015; Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch
et al., 2016; Duintjer Tebbens & Thompson, 2018).
Prior to type-specific OPV cessation, the model accu-
mulates the incidence from any ongoing transmission
(e.g., cVDPV2s), effective importations, and indige-
nous cVDPV emergences. After type-specific OPV
cessation, the model accounts for any homotypic inci-
dence, including cases caused by all live polioviruses
(i.e., OPV, OPV-related, VDPVs, and WPVs)
including failures in containment (Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020). The model clears the cumula-
tive incidence relevant to the oSIA trigger after each
completed outbreak response or every 6 months
without any oSIAs (Kalkowska, Wassilak et al.,
2020). During the analytical time horizon, oSIAs
target children <5 years old or all new birth cohorts
starting 5 years since the type-specific OPV cessa-
tion. For oSIAs, we assume the use of two rounds
separately by 30 days, followed by two additional
rounds in the event of breakthrough transmission.
The scope of the oSIA includes the outbreak sub-
population only when R0 < 10, or the outbreak
subpopulation and its four worst-performing neigh-
boring subpopulations within the same block when
R0 ≥ 10 (Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020). The
vaccine choice for the oSIA depends on timing, vac-
cine availability, and policy decisions (Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020). The updated reference case
used in prior studies (RC2) (Kalkowska, Pallansch
et al., 2020) assumes the use of mOPV of types 1, 2,
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and 3 (mOPV1, mOPV2, and mOPV3) for 5, 8, and
5 years, respectively, post homotypic OPV cessation.
After that period, the model uses only IPV for oSIAs
and assumes that the IPV oSIAs are conducted with
lower intensity (i.e., only two rounds independent
of breakthrough and with assumed lower coverage
compared to OPV oSIAs due to the inability to
go house-to-house) because of the costs and chal-
lenges associated with delivery of an injected vaccine
(Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020). For this analysis,
we also added a reference case (RC3) that assumes
the use of mOPV2 for outbreak response throughout
the model time horizon to facilitate comparison with
the alternative scenarios that assume nOPV2 use
throughout the time horizon.

We consider four alternative outbreak response
scenarios compared to RC2 and RC3 assuming
the use of low-dose candidate 1 nOPV2 instead of
mOPV2 for all oSIAs for cVDPV2s starting in Jan-
uary 1, 2021 and assuming continued use throughout
the remainder of the model time horizon, while
bOPV remains the primary choice for RI and pSIAs
in OPV-using blocks. We focus on exploring the
bounds of the potential benefits of the current GPEI
plans to use nOPV2 exclusively in oSIAs (World
Health Organization Global Polio Eradication
Initiative, 2020b) and on comparing the potential dy-
namics of nOPV2 with mOPV2. We assume the same
efficacy of nOPV2 as mOPV2 (i.e., we assume that
licensure and acceptance of nOPV2 would require
its noninferiority with respect to safety and efficacy
compared to mOPV2). For this analysis, we name
the scenarios: (i) “No reversion, no VAPP,” which
assumes the same shedding and infectious dose as
mOPV2 leading to the same take rates and transmis-
sibility (R0) for nOPV2 candidate 1 as mOPV2, but
with no reversion or paralysis despite transmissibility
(i.e., no VAPP and no VDPVs) (Duintjer Tebbens &
Thompson, 2016); (ii) “No reversion, same VAPP,”
which assumes the same effectiveness, no reversion
despite transmissibility, but paralysis occurs at the
mOPV2 VAPP rates (i.e., the same conditions as
the “No reversion, no VAPP” scenario except with
VAPP); (iii) “Some reversion, same VAPP,” and (iv)
“Some reversion, lower VAPP,” which assume that
nOPV2 candidate 1 follows the reversion charac-
teristics shown in Fig. 5(a) for R0 and Fig. 5(b) for
PIR for the 20-stage process in the model compared
to mOPV2 and may cause VAPP at (iii) the same
rate as mOPV2 or (iv) a rate of 1/250th the mOPV2
VAPP rate (Yeh et al., 2020) (difference not visible
on the scale in Fig. 5(b) given values so many orders

Fig 5. Characterization of model inputs assumed for nOPV2 can-
didate 1 compared to mOPV2 for the (a) relative basic reproduc-
tive number (R0) and (b) paralysis-to-infection ratio (PIR)

of magnitude below 1). As shown in Fig. 5, we es-
sentially make the impacts of the reduced reversion
rate reflected in slower and nonlinear changes in
phenotypic properties while progressing to higher
model stages (i.e., unchanged implied “fitness” and
potential for transmission (relative R0 compared to
the R0 for the subpopulation for WPV1) for stages
0–9 and retain the attenuated properties related to
neurovirulence during these stages). The net effect
is to make nOPV2 less likely to increase transmis-
sibility and neurovirulence compared to mOPV2
at equivalent stages of reversion. We use the same
reversion structure to model both mOPV2 and
nOPV2, and consequently we apply a stepwise delay
process starting at the time of nOVP2 introduction
to phase in the implementation of the nOPV2 re-
version characteristics (shown in Fig. 5). This allows
the mOPV2-related viruses transmitting at the time
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of nOPV2 introduction to progress to higher re-
version stages normally, while making any nOPV2
introduced viruses behave according to appropriate
nOPV2 characteristics. The progression implements
time delays, each equal to the average time per re-
version stage, and applies the nOPV2 characteristics
progressively to each stage for stages 0–9 (i.e., after
a time delay since the introduction of nOPV2 at
stage 0, apply the nOPV2 characteristics to stage 1,
etc.). The model assumes a global threshold of 5,000
cVDPV and/or WPV cases (i.e., OPV reversion stage
19 cases or WPV cases if any stochastic reintroduc-
tions of WPVs occur) to trigger the need to restart
OPV2 for RI in OPV-using countries (Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020). For OPV2 restarts imple-
mented during the time horizon, the model uses
mOPV2 for the RC2 and RC3 scenarios and nOPV2
for the four alternative outbreak response scenarios.

We run the updated model with the assumption
of no constraints on vaccine availability to respond
to outbreaks (i.e., unlimited stockpiles), which al-
lows us to determine potential vaccine supply needs
(Kalkowska, Wassilak et al., 2020). We code the
model using the general-purpose programming lan-
guage JAVATM and the integrated development en-
vironment EclipseTM, and we simulate 100 stochas-
tic iterations on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2). We use the same random number
seeds and initial conditions for the 100 iterations
for each scenario to focus on direct comparisons be-
tween the scenarios.

5. RESULTS

As reported in Table II, using nOPV2 for
oSIAs exclusively does not lead to a high proba-
bility of eradication of existing cVDPV2s by 2029
(range of 39–57%), although its use represents a
substantial improvement from the 7% probability
of eradication that occurs for RC2. However, com-
pared to extended use of mOPV2 in RC3 (43% prob-
ability of eradication), that improvement becomes
less pronounced and only advantageous under the
“No reversion” scenarios. In general, we find that
nOPV2 use will lead to expected prolonged, but
low-level transmission throughout the time horizon
(2019–2029) in nearly half of the iterations of existing
cVDPV2s and OPV2-related viruses from mOPV2
use prior to 2021, even if nOPV2 does not revert and
causes no VAPP or low VAPP (i.e., the “No rever-
sion, no VAPP” or “No reversion, same VAPP” sce-
narios). The introduction of nOPV2 use for oSIAs

for the “Some reversion” scenarios leads to proba-
bilities of eradication between these other bounding
cases.

Table II shows an 89% probability of OPV2
restart for RC2, with 34% of iterations leading
to more than 5,000 cases and triggering a restart of
OPV2 use in RI within the model time horizon. Using
mOPV2 throughout the time horizon (RC3) dramat-
ically decreases the probability of OPV2 restart to
47% triggered and 19% implemented within the time
horizon. The use of nOPV2 under the “No reversion,
no VAPP” and “No reversion, same VAPP” sce-
narios leads to fewer OPV2 restarts during the time
horizon (22% triggered, 3% implemented), but does
not drop the OPV2 restarts to 0 due to the extent
of cVDPV2 transmission already seeded prior to the
start of nOPV2 use. The scenarios that include the
possibility of “Some reversion” reduce the probabil-
ity of OPV2 restart compared to RC2 from 89% to
67% for “same VAPP” and 65% for “lower VAPP”,
with 17% for “same VAPP” and 18% for “lower
VAPP” of iterations implementing OPV2 use in RI
within the model time horizon. The difference in the
number of iterations triggering and implementing
OPV2 restart in the time horizon for these scenarios
depends on the VAPP assumptions for stage 0 and
occurs due to the change in outbreak response dy-
namics. The model tracks the transmission of virus
regardless of reversion stage until the accumulated
number of infections results in an AFP case or ES
detection. The model also incorporates a delay in the
outbreak response that approximates programmatic
delays and surveillance and epidemiologic uncer-
tainties in the actual response process. Specifically,
while the detection of AFP cases after type-specific
OPV cessation triggers an outbreak response, lower
paralytic incidence from stages 0–9 in the “Some
reversion, lower VAPP” scenario (compared to the
“Some reversion, same VAPP” scenario) changes the
dynamics of the accumulation of paralytic cases. This
change shifts the timing of oSIAs later during the
period 2026–2027, which consequently leads to more
transmission and higher incidence in 2028–2029 and
earlier implementation of restarting OPV2 (either
mOPV2 or tOPV) use in RI in some iterations. The
use of nOPV2 compared to the extended use of
mOPV2 in RC3 offers an improvement for the “No
reversion” scenarios (i.e., 25 fewer OPV2 restarts
triggered for the “No reversion” scenarios compared
to RC3). In contrast, the use of nOPV2 compared
to extended use of mOPV2 (RC3) does not show
an improvement for the “Some reversion” scenarios
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(i.e., 18–20 more OPV2 restarts triggered for the
“Some reversion” scenarios compared to RC3).
These results highlight the importance of resolving
the uncertainty about the actual ability of nOPV2 to
revert.

Table II also summarizes the expected numbers
of cVDPV2 and VAPP cases and the doses of vac-
cine used for each scenario. The iterations that in-
clude the implementation of OPV2 restart within
the time horizon typically lead to large-scale OPV2-
containing vaccine use starting as early as 2025, which
leads to notable increases in VAPP cases for those it-
erations and wide ranges for the VAPP results sum-
marized in Table II. We include IPV doses because
RC2 assumes no mOPV2 use after 2024 and a shift in
2025 to IPV only for oSIAs. For the RC3 or nOPV2
scenarios, which allow the use of mOPV2 or nOPV2,
respectively, throughout the time horizon, the itera-
tions include a few exportations of cVDPV2 viruses
into high-income countries that perform oSIAs with
IPV, which leads to IPV doses shown for these sce-
narios in Table II. Comparisons of the expected val-
ues, medians, and upper values of the ranges suggest
that some of the iterations yield much higher val-
ues than others and imply right-skewed distributions.
Specifically, some of the upper range of cVDPV2 re-
flect low-probability but high-consequence stochas-
tic iterations (e.g., 1–3 iterations out of the 100 with
much higher numbers). The behavior in these small
number of iterations occurs due to a mix of the
model structure (i.e., exportation to higher R0 ho-
mogenously mixing subpopulations in which virus
can spread rapidly), timing (exportation occurring in
or after 2025 when population immunity to trans-
mission is very low), and the nature of outbreak re-
sponse (exportation to badly performing subpopula-
tions). We emphasize the importance of focusing on
the high-level insights that emerge from consistent
comparison across the scenarios and not on any spe-
cific point estimates.

Fig. 6 shows the expected values of the 100
iterations of each scenario for: (i) cVDPV2 and (ii)
VAPP2 annual paralytic cases over the time horizon
that correspond to the totals summarized in Table II.
The “No reversion, no VAPP” and “No reversion,
same VAPP” scenarios in Fig. 6(a) show overlapping
and substantially lower expected cVDPV2 cases than
expected with mOPV2 use in RC2, with divergence
starting in 2022 due to oSIAs starting in 2021 using
nOPV2 not leading to the seeding of new cVDPV2s.
However, as noted above, the nOPV2 use in these
scenarios does not immediately stop the cVDPV2s

Fig 6. Expected value of annual serotype 2 paralytic cases for
2019–2029 based on 100 iterations for modeled scenarios that
use different vaccine options to respond to outbreaks: mOPV2
through 2024 then IPV (RC2), mOPV2 for outbreak response for
the full time horizon (RC3), or using nOPV2 with different char-
acteristics starting in 2021 with different characteristics: (a) Inci-
dence of cVDPV2s (“No reversion, no VAPP” and “No Rever-
sion, same VAPP” lines overlap) (b) Incidence of type 2 VAPP
(“No reversion, no VAPP” and “Some reversion, lower VAPP”
lines overlap).

already seeded due to its use for outbreak response at
the same coverage level as mOPV2 oSIAs. Notably,
the “No reversion, no VAPP” and “No reversion,
same VAPP” scenarios include nOPV2 use for oSIAs
throughout the time horizon as the detection of cases
leads to recognition of transmission, which then leads
to an oSIA and use of nOPV2. For these scenarios,
our assumption about the same R0 for nOPV2 as
mOPV2 at stage 0 (see Fig. 5(a)) implies the same
initial extent of secondary spread and associated ben-
efits in increasing population immunity, but lower
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(or no) risks of seeding new cVDPVs due to nOPV2
use, and thus fewer new cVDPV outbreaks later in
the time horizon compared to mOPV2 use. While
counterintuitive, in 2021–2024, the results of the
“Some reversion” scenarios show slightly greater
numbers of expected cVDPV2 cases than RC2,
because of the relative disadvantage of nOPV2
compared to mOPV2 with respect to population
immunity from decreased relative R0 for stages 0–9
(see Fig. 5(a). However, the use of nOPV2 does not
seed new cVDPV2s, which leads to fewer cVDPV2
cases after 2024. Additionally, the slower accumu-
lation of cases attributable to transmission of the
nOPV2-related viruses relative to mOPV2 leads
to later detection of outbreaks and later outbreak
response. Fig. 6(b) shows that if nOPV2 use implies
any risk of VAPP, then we should expect a very low
incidence of VAPP cases associated with nOPV2
use over the time horizon. The number of VAPP
cases depends on the number of nOPV2 doses given
to immunologically naïve children, including cases
associated with OPV2 restarts in the iterations in
which they occur, and the actual VAPP rate for
nOPV2. Fig. 6 also shows that compared to the
extended use of mOPV2 in RC3, the “No reversion”
scenarios perform only moderately better, while
the diminished secondary spread in “Some rever-
sion” scenarios leads to more expected cVDPV2
cases than in RC3. Overall, the results show the
inability to completely contain cVDPV2 outbreaks
even with nonreverting nOPV2, which highlight the
underlying problems that arise from low-quality
outbreak response and the inability of using nOPV2
(or mOPV2) for oSIAs only to confidently stop all
transmission of OPV2-related viruses and achieve
successful OPV2 cessation. Notably, circulation of
LPV2s will continue in populations with sufficiently
low population immunity to transmission, with all
populations becoming increasingly vulnerable to
sustaining transmission of an imported LPV2 as
a function of time since the last use of OPV2 in
the population (Duintjer Tebbens, Hampton, &
Thompson, 2016a, 2016b).

6. DISCUSSION

Now 4 years after the 2016 tOPV-bOPV switch,
continued circulation of existing cVDPV2s and seed-
ing of new emergences by using mOPV2 for outbreak
response both contribute to the projected failure
to complete successful OPV2 cessation (Kalkowska,
Pallansch et al., 2020). The impacts of nOPV2 use

will depend on its properties and the nature of its
use. This analysis suggests that switching to using
nOPV2 instead of mOPV2 in oSIAs in 2021 by itself
will likely not solve the current cVDPV2 problem,
even if the introduction of nOPV2 may somewhat
improve the possibility of success compared to RC2.
This limited impact is due to the population dynam-
ics of existing cVDPV2 transmission and current op-
erational challenges in improving the quality of out-
break response (Kalkowska, Pallansch et al., 2020).
The success of the current endgame strategy of OPV
cessation requires stopping existing cVDPV2 trans-
mission (Thompson & Duintjer Tebbens, 2012). The
impacts from the disruption of RI, WPV1 eradica-
tion efforts, and cVDPV outbreak response due to
COVID-19 in 2020 will likely become more evident
in the future and will complicate prior expectations
and prospects for OPV cessation as a polio endgame
strategy within the current 2019–2023 strategic plan
(World Health Organization Global Polio Eradica-
tion Initiative, 2019, 2020b).

Modeling the performance of a new vaccine
remains a challenge for a large and evolving global
program, and several limitations of our analysis war-
rant mention. First, as with all models, the structure
and assumptions of the model limit its ability to
provide useful insights (see extensive discussion else-
where of limitations of the global model; Kalkowska,
Wassilak et al., 2020) and our use of an existing
model implies all of the limitations of that model.
Second, this analysis does not consider an alternative
path that would achieve WPV1 eradication by 2023
(e.g., Kalkowska & Thompson, 2020) or the reality
that as part of considering OPV2 restart, the GPEI
and countries will need to also consider the potential
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on transmission
dynamics and the risk of an OPV2 restart. Such
analysis falls beyond the scope of this work, but the
outcomes of disruption of GPEI activities should
become more apparent by the end of 2020. Third,
uncertainty remains about the actual nOPV2 proper-
ties and the nature and extent of its transmission in
populations. Although we considered the current ev-
idence from published clinical trials and preliminary
insights from phase II trials in previously immunized
adults, young children, and infants, more evidence
from these studies may lead to more accurate as-
sumptions in future modeling. Actual nOPV2 use in
large populations will provide the ultimate evidence
of VAPP and VDPV risks. Fourth, the model shows
conceptual insights, but does not and cannot predict
the future, because future outcomes depend on the
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current and future actions taken by the GPEI and
countries (Thompson & Kalkowska, 2020) and the
actual performance of the vaccine and field opera-
tion effectiveness in SIAs. We emphasize that our
model seeks to provide high-level behavioral insights
about what might occur in the context of different
possible scenarios and not specific estimates of what
will occur in the future. Specifically, by exploring
many possible futures, we hope that this work high-
lights the importance of considering all possibilities
and not just hoping for the “best” case. Fifth, our
assumptions of unlimited supplies of all vaccines
for this analysis lead to better possible futures than
could occur, because limited supplies will constrain
the timing and scope of oSIA responses and lead
to more extensive transmission prior to effective
oSIAs. We intended for this analysis to highlight the
important potential differences between mOPV2
and nOPV2, not to characterize any transition be-
tween mOPV2 and nOPV2 use or to consider any
mixed use or rationing that could occur during the
time of limited availability of both mOPV2 and
nOPV2.

Favorable performance of nOPV2 in controlling
cVDPV2 outbreaks (i.e., low or no VAPP, no or
minimal reversion, high immunogenicity and effec-
tiveness) will likely influence future development
and evaluation of nOPV1 and nOPV3 candidates.
However, the failure of OPV2 cessation as a suc-
cessful strategy could lead to a pre-switch strategy
of polio control through RI and preventive SIAs
and oSIAs for cVDPV2 outbreaks. In this context
some OPV-using countries may consider using tOPV
instead of bOPV and IPV, since IPV costs consid-
erably more to purchase and deliver. As efforts to
eliminate polio continue, the development of nOPVs
may create other possible long-term poliovirus vac-
cine options. The availability of nOPV1 and nOPV3
would increase the prospects for successful Sabin
OPV1 and OPV3 cessation, and development of
nOPVs for all types could theoretically lead to a
trivalent nOPV formulation. The prospect of Sabin
OPV2 restart in RI increases the urgency for con-
sideration of the options for all nOPV use and
timeframes for inclusion of potential alternative type
2 vaccines. However, the cost and time required for
development, licensure, production, and procure-
ment of alternative OPV2 containing vaccines would
need to be balanced with the potential benefits as
the GPEI and countries evaluate future strategies.
With initial use of nOPV2 expected in the latter
half of 2020 and large-scale use in early 2021, the

properties of nOPV2 in actual use will influence
vaccine demands, stockpile needs, and program
outcomes.

The insights from this modeling suggest the need
for expansion of the GPEI strategy of using nOPV2
only for oSIAs to include considerations for RI or
larger, preventive SIAs (World Health Organization
Global Polio Eradication Initiative, 2019, 2020b),
which may include more aggressive oSIAs as sug-
gested in earlier modeling (Duintjer Tebbens et al.,
2015; Duintjer Tebbens, Pallansch et al., 2016; Duin-
tjer Tebbens & Thompson, 2018). The development
of nOPVs represents a substantial investment that
may prove essential for a successful polio endgame.
Although uncertainty exists about actual nOPV2
properties and the future of nOPV2 use, this analysis
provides an example of how modeling can inform
decisions and policy based on the potential benefits
of nOPV2. Future studies should consider other po-
tential uses for nOPVs, including their possible use in
RI in the event of OPV restart and the potential use
of nOPVs for oSIAs after homotypic OPV cessation
for types 1 and 3 instead of mOPVs.
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